ENCHANTMENT

actual size

After the enchantment, flowers bloomed at her touch…
Twining green vines bloom with mystical purple
blossoms. Sprinkled with sparkling dew-drop crystals,
they entice charming ladybugs and a butterfly. Antiqued
bronze-tone enameled necklet adjusts 17-20". Set
includes coordinating earrings.
J90045 Purple Blossoms Necklet & Earrings $32

TANTALIZING!

The enticing bloom of a
dangling flower, luring
hummingbird and bee.
Leaves of fine filigree
over purple enamel open
to silvery petals in full
bloom. Silver stamens
sparkle with lavender
crystals for further allure.
Latchback earhooks.
Made in USA.
J10082 Silver Flower
Earrings $52

SUMMER FANCY
Spring

Necklet shown
2/3 size

actual size

reverse of
pendants

Earrings shown
actual size

GARDEN
OF PURPLE

Winter

GROW DEEP, STAND TALL

EXCLUSIVE! Through the seasons, the
tree provides beauty and inspiration.
Pendants depict the tree in each season,
each saying on the reverse “Grow
Deep, Stand Tall.” Specify Spring (Pink),
Summer (Green), Autumn (Orange)
or Winter (Lavender). On 18" chain.
Handmade in USA.
J20808 Inspirational Tree Pendant $27

NEW! TECHNICOLOR STYLE

A garden in full bloom—
from showy vines to tiny
flowerlets—all in shades
of purple! A medley of
patterns and textures,
in shades of wisteria and lilac,
enlivens this charming top. One size fits
S-XL; back ties adjust the fit. Enzymewashed rayon; hand wash. Imported.
24" long.
A60114 Purple Embroidered
Top $27

Like sunlight through stained glass,
brilliant colors infuse this lightweight shrug. A sheer whisper
of gauze, it adds lively interest
to any outfit while helping
you keep cool. Waterfall
front can drape open or
be tied. Approx. 19" long.
Imported. Polyester/
spandex; machine
wash. Sizes S-XXL.
A60341 Technicolor
Sheer Shrug $ 35

DANCING AT
MIDNIGHT

CALM CENTER

32

Autumn

Summer

Summertime has long meant
fairs and festivals! Brightly
colored tents offering exotic
wares; music and dancing fill all
day and night. A medley of fabrics
brings excitement to this enticing
dress. Fitted through the scalloped
yoke at hips, flowing to a full,
swirling long skirt. Light elastic at
back, adjustable straps. Rayon;
hand wash. Imported. Sizes
S-XL. In Lilac, Twilight Sky, or
Greystone.
A50121 Summerfest 			
Dress $ 60

EXCLUSIVE! Strength
and serenity are
invoked by this
bracelet. Double
antiquedsilver cables
support a
bright faceted
amethyst—a
stone of calm
and centering—
held between
stylized lotus
blossoms. Toggle clasp
adjusts length 7-8".
J50062 Amethyst Lotus Bracelet $165

The sound of flute and fiddle in
the distance calls to you. Is it a
gathering of Travellers? Faerie
music? It’s time for adventure
and fun! Lavish folkloric
embroidery dress has a full
skirt that swirls and twirls. Skirt
is cut to handkerchief points,
then pieced with batiked fabric
and embroidery. Corset tie on
bodice, and smocked back and
waist ties for ideal fit. 50" long.
Imported. Rayon; hand wash.
Free size fits S-L; plus size fits
1X-2X.
A50227 Midnight Swirl
Dress $60

JOY ABOUNDING

Warm sun, whispering wind, soft ground and the scent of flowers and
greenery—in the exuberant leap of a rabbit is the joy of a summer
morning. This sculpture captures the
rabbit in mid-leap, expressing
the wonder of being alive.
Hefty cast iron with bronze
finish; 15" long, 9½" high.
Gift wrap and rush delivery
not available.
D40028 Cast Iron Rabbit
Garden Sculpture $130

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790

Twilight Sky

Greystone
Lilac

NEW! CLASSICAL ART

See the wonders of the world, ancient and modern, in these comfortable
sandals, a combination of classic styling and artful flair. Tooled scrolling
designs adorn hand-painted leather straps in three shades. Adjustable
buckles on top straps, velcro closure. Padded insole, rubber outsole. 1¾"
wedge heel, ¾" platform. European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37
(6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½ -11), 43 (11½ -12).
B70017 Triple-Buckled Sandal $100
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